
Terms of use of vouchers
Vouchers are a unique tool for increasing sales of goods or services, and, accordingly,

a magical means of obtaining super profits and super incomes and for millions of consumers,

significant money savings. In our case, it is also a powerful promotional tool. Marketplace

MARKET-UP is a symbiosis of benefits for each member of the site. Firstly, from advertising

their goods and services, and as a result - an increase in sales, and secondly - the purchase

of vouchers from other users and accordingly, permanent discounts on consumable goods,

as well as advertising and sales revenue vouchers of other program participants.

By joining the advertising and marketing program, you recommend to potential users the

services that you yourself use with pleasure. On our website, everyone can create vouchers

for their activities. After the participant has created his vouchers, everyone including his

superiors, will be able to recommend the vouchers he created in their structures, while

receiving unlimited income. This is the first time we have created such a service, where

superiors advertise the activities of those whom they themselves have invited.

To form vouchers on the marketplace, you must go through extended registration and
indicate on the voucher being formed:

● activity

● % discount

● service language

● voucher expiration period (at least one year)

● city

● address (online is optional)

● Website or social networks (not new)

● messengers

● secret code

● tags (for search)

You must remember and follow the rules for using vouchers:
1. Purchased vouchers always belong to you. When reselling, you duplicate them in

unlimited quantities - as much as there is a need for their acquisition.

The cost of one voucher is $6 in the TRON cryptocurrency, of which $5 is instantly

credited to the wallet seller, and $1 goes to the company.

2. When buying, all vouchers are in the Back Office, in the "Gallery",

in the "My vouchers" section.

3. Vouchers can be used until the expiration date indicated on the voucher.

4. Voucher validity period: minimum 1 year maximum 3 years.

5. One month before the end of the period of use indicated on the voucher,

The voucher is no longer available for sale.

6. If you have purchased a voucher that you do not need, you can exchange it for any

other you like in the "General Gallery" on the site.



7. The voucher can be changed before activation to any other in the "General Gallery"

of the site.

8. The moment of activation of the voucher is considered to be pressing the "Activate

voucher" button, after that the exchange of voucher is not possible.

9. You can only exchange your voucher once.

10. The term of the exchange of the voucher is determined by the period of its validity.

11. An expired voucher cannot be exchanged.

12. To use the voucher, you must provide its number and service at the coordinates

indicated on the voucher.

13. If you did not receive a discount for the product or service for which the voucher was

applied for, you need to report this to the Support Service.

14. If the purchased voucher does not provide the specified service or % discount, this

voucher will be blocked by the administrator. In case of the following violations, the

user account that issued this voucher will also be blocked.

15. In the Back Office, you can order vouchers from superiors on topics of interest to you.

The voucher can be printed.

16. Vouchers on the service have several functions - this is advertising and discount.

Therefore, vouchers can be transferred to third parties for use without restriction on

the advertised service.

17. The author who issued the voucher may cancel the voucher, in which case the

voucher cannot be resold, and the holders of such vouchers can exchange them for

others in the "General Gallery" on the site. Carefully monitor the status of voucher

activities in your "Gallery".

18. The MARKET-UP platform uses referral links thanks to links and inviter ID.

When registering via a link or inviter ID, each user automatically becomes a

subscriber to the blogs of higher-level program participants. Also, an automatic

subscription to the blog of the author of the voucher occurs at the time of purchasing

the voucher.

19. The Participant understands and, at the time he goes to the address

www.market-up.co, using a web browser or any other program and/or technical

device that makes it possible to display the content of the site’s web pages, confirms

his agreement with the automatic subscription on the blogs of higher-level program

participants, as well as on the blogs of the authors who created vouchers.

20. If you do not want to receive news information in the news feed on your blog from

higher-level program participants or from authors of vouchers, you can unsubscribe

from the automatic subscription by clicking the “unsubscribe” button on the blog.

https://www.market-up.co

